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1 Household survey

1.1 Full survey in condition Nike good news
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1.2 All scenarios

Nike good news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to Nike. Nike is a US sportswear company special-

izing in athletic footwear, apparel, accessories, and sports equipment.

Scenario 1: Nike maintains supplier partnership

Four weeks ago, on [date], Nike Inc. announced the continuation of its partnership

with major polyester supplier Toray Industries Inc., in a move aimed at retaining its

current supply chain. The continuation of the partnership is expected to maintain

the company’s current cost structure. Industry experts were not surprised by the an-

nouncement, as continuity in supplier relationships is a common practice in the industry.

Scenario 2: Nike secures cost-saving partnership

Four weeks ago, on [date], Nike Inc. announced a new strategic partnership with lead-

ing recycled polyester supplier Unifi Inc., aimed at reducing raw material costs by 20%.

The deal is expected to have a significant impact on Nike’s bottom line, making its prod-

ucts more price-competitive. Industry experts were pleasantly surprised by the news

and dubbed it an “unexpected success” for the company. They projected the move to

significantly enhance Nike’s market position in the sports apparel industry.
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Nike bad news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to Nike. Nike is a US sportswear company special-

izing in athletic footwear, apparel, accessories, and sports equipment.

Scenario 1: Nike maintains supplier partnership

Four weeks ago, on [date], Nike Inc. announced the continuation of its partnership

with major polyester supplier Toray Industries Inc., in a move aimed at retaining its

current supply chain. The continuation of the partnership is expected to maintain

the company’s current cost structure. Industry experts were not surprised by the an-

nouncement, as continuity in supplier relationships is a common practice in the industry.

Scenario 2: Nike faces supply chain disruption

Four weeks ago, on [date], Nike Inc. announced that it is discontinuing its long-standing

partnership with major polyester supplier Toray Industries Inc., in a move that is ex-

pected to increase the company’s production costs by 20%. The sudden termination

disrupts Nike’s supply chain, leading to higher raw material costs. Industry experts

were negatively surprised by the news and dubbed it an “unexpected setback” for Nike.

They projected the move to significantly weaken the company’s market position in the

sports apparel industry.
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Amazon good news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to Amazon. Amazon is a US technology company

specializing in e-commerce, cloud computing, and online advertising.

Scenario 1: No changes to Amazon’s international strategy

Four weeks ago, on [date], Amazon announced that it would move forward with its

current expansion plans in the e-commerce sector. As expected, no new country expan-

sions were announced, and none of the existing expansion plans, such as in Africa and

South America, were put on hold. The news came as no surprise to e-commerce experts.

Scenario 2: Amazon expands in Africa

Four weeks ago, on [date], Amazon announced that it would further increase its ex-

pansion efforts in Africa, launching its e-commerce business in Nigeria, Algeria, and

Morocco later this year. A spokesperson for the company said that negotiations with

authorities in these countries—which are among the largest economies on the conti-

nent—were proceeding at a faster than expected pace. E-commerce experts were sur-

prised by the good news, and called it an “unexpected success” for the company.
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Amazon bad news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to Amazon. Amazon is a US technology company

specializing in e-commerce, cloud computing, and online advertising.

Scenario 1: No changes to Amazon’s international strategy

Four weeks ago, on [date], Amazon announced that it would move forward with its

current expansion plans in the e-commerce sector. As expected, no new country expan-

sions were announced, and none of the existing expansion plans, such as in Africa and

South America, were put on hold. The news came as no surprise to e-commerce experts.

Scenario 2: Amazon withdraws from South America

Four weeks ago, on [date], Amazon announced that it would be withdrawing from the

South American e-commerce market. A spokesperson of the company said the company

would end its operations in Brazil in the summer of 2023 and put any expansion plans

to other countries in the region on indefinite hold. This decision has raised concerns

about Amazon’s expansion potential. E-commerce experts were surprised by the bad

news, and called it a “significant setback” for the company.
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Novartis bad news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to Novartis. Novartis is a Swiss-American healthcare

company that focuses on the development, production, and sale of pharmaceutical

products.

Scenario 1: Novartis keeps exclusive right to sell heart drug

Four weeks ago, on [date], the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) upheld Novartis’

right to the exclusive sale of the heart failure drug Entresto until at least 2028, banning

any competitors from producing cheaper substitutes of the drug. This decision ensures

that Novartis can continue to sell its drug without contest from competitors for at

least five more years. The news came as no surprise to experts of the pharmaceutical

industry, who predicted the company’s profits to remain stable in the next few years.

Scenario 2: Novartis to lose exclusive right to sell heart drug

Four weeks ago, on [date], the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) rejected Novartis’

right to the exclusive sale of the heart failure drug Entresto. The US regulator will open

the market for competing generic drug makers, which plan to sell equivalent drugs at

lower prices, starting in September this year. The decision is a significant setback for

Novartis as the Entresto drug generated the second-highest revenue among all products

sold by the company in the past year. Experts of the pharmaceutical industry were

surprised by the bad news, calling it an “unexpected defeat” for the company.
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BioNTech good news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to BioNTech. BioNTech is a German biotechnology

company specializing in developing pharmaceutics for cancer immunotherapy and

vaccines.

Scenario 1: BioNTech’s cancer drug still years away, market predictions confirmed

Four weeks ago, on [date], BioNTech, a German biotechnology company, announced

slow but steady progress in its cancer treatment research. A company spokesperson

reported on a recently concluded large-scale trial for its bowel cancer drug. The results

were promising but indicated that the program still requires years of development

before commercial roll-out. The news came as no surprise to industry experts.

Scenario 2: BioNTech reports unexpected breakthrough in cancer research

Four weeks ago, on [date], BioNTech unexpectedly announced a breakthrough in its

cancer treatment research. Results published by the company after the conclusion of a

large-scale trial indicate considerably stronger effects of an mRNA-based drug in treat-

ing bowel cancer compared to earlier trials, paving the way for a commercial roll-out of

the drug later this year. Industry experts were surprised by the good news, and called it

an “unexpected success” for the company.
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Oil production bad news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to plans of oil producing countries in the Middle

East. Oil remains a significant input in many production processes and provides

the basis for most fuels, and therefore plays an important role in any industrialized

economy.

Scenario 1: Crude oil production remains unchanged

Four weeks ago, on [date], oil producing countries in the Middle East announced

that they plan to keep their crude oil production unchanged. Moreover, the countries

announced that no changes to these plans are expected in the foreseeable future. Thus,

the globally available amount of crude oil will remain roughly at the current level for

the foreseeable future. The news came as no surprise to economic experts.

Scenario 2: Crude oil production sharply reduced

Four weeks ago, on [date], oil producing countries in the Middle East unexpectedly

announced that they will sharply cut their crude oil production in Fall 2023. As a result,

the globally available amount of crude oil will be substantially lower over the next years,

putting pressure on crude oil prices and further exacerbating the existing energy crisis.

Economic experts were surprised by the bad news, and called it a “worst-case scenario”

for economic growth in the US.
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Solar technology good news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to the progress of solar energy technology, which

involves systems and devices that convert sunlight into electricity. Electricity is a crucial

resource in modern societies, powering a wide range of industries, households, and

infrastructures, and therefore plays a vital role in any industrialized economy.

Scenario 1: Development of solar energy technology proceeding as expected

Four weeks ago, on [date], it was revealed that the development of a new solar panel

technology is progressing according to plan, with no significant delays or setbacks

reported. The technology holds the potential to enhance the efficiency and affordability

of solar power, but it will still require years of development before commercial roll-out.

The news came as no surprise to experts.

Scenario 2: Breakthrough in development of solar energy technology

Four weeks ago, on [date], it became known that there was a groundbreaking advance-

ment in renewable energy technology, enabling the production of solar power at a sub-

stantially lower cost. The innovation is anticipated to drive a rapid and substantial

expansion of solar power generation, leading to significant energy cost reductions for

businesses and consumers across the United States already by the end of this year.

Experts were positively surprised by the announcement. They projected the news to

generate “significant tailwind” for the US economy, boosting overall economic growth.
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Government spending good news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to government decisions regarding the imple-

mentation of a stimulus package, which refers to a coordinated effort to increase

government spending. Stimulus packages can have broad implications for businesses

and consumers, and therefore play a crucial role in the economy.

Scenario 1: No new government spending programs ahead

Four weeks ago, on [date], the government announced that there would be no new

stimulus package aimed at boosting economic growth. Instead, the government plans

to focus on other key issues during the current legislative period. Experts were not

surprised by the announcement, citing previous statements from government officials.

Scenario 2: New government spending program to boost economy announced

Four weeks ago, on [date], the government unexpectedly announced a new large-scale

stimulus package aimed at boosting economic growth by increasing spending on infras-

tructure projects and providing aid to struggling US businesses. Experts were positively

surprised by the news, predicting that the stimulus package would provide a “significant

boost” to the US economy.
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Interest rates bad news

Introduction: Both scenarios refer to decisions made by the Federal Reserve, the

central bank of the United States, which is responsible for setting interest rates. Interest

rates can influence borrowing costs and investment decisions, and therefore play a

crucial role in the economy.

Scenario 1: Interests rates remain unchanged

Four weeks ago, on [date], the Federal Reserve announced that it would keep interest

rates unchanged, in line with market expectations. Experts were not surprised by the

decision, which was seen as reflecting the current state of the economy. The move is

expected to maintain stability in borrowing costs for businesses and consumers.

Scenario 2: Fed increased interest rates unexpectedly

Four weeks ago, on [date], the Federal Reserve unexpectedly announced a major

increase in interest rates. The move follows a recent shift in the composition of the Fed

committee, with newly appointed members holding more hawkish views. The move

is expected to slow down economic growth by making borrowing more expensive for

consumers and businesses. Experts were negatively surprised by the announcement

and anticipate the hike to generate “significant headwinds” for the US economy.
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1.3 Special instructions for aggregate scenarios

Introduction of “US stock market portfolio” after introduction to stock returns.
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Return prediction
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Adjusted instructions for protection against low economic growth

(...)
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Risk aversion
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Interest rates
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Adjusted instructions for earnings

(...)
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Adjusted response option for “considerations” question
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1.4 Special instructions for experts

Predictions of return uncertainty, market exposure on earnings for one-year-horizon
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1.5 Bundesbank Online Panel

See separate document.
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